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Aluxurious take onBak ChorMee, this dish takes its
recipe from the signature nsh maw soup at Seng Kee
ChefHooi ofDragon PhoenixRestaurant added sambal
MushroomMincedMeat Noodle.The broth is brewed
and eggs to enrich the original chilli crab gravy of a
from pork bones and dried sole, and chock-full of quality pushcart stall alongEast CoastRoad in the 1950s.We later
threadnn nsh maw, minced pork, pork slices and egg
elevated the dish by topping the sauce with X.0.for an
topped with stewed mushroom slices.
added kick.
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Adapted from the original recipe of the Whampoa Keng Fish
HeadSteamboatRestaurant, this silky fish soup is freshly
boiled for at least two hours every day and elevated with the
use of Chinese angelica for flavour and nourishment.
The flavours are balanced with sour plum in this Teochew
style fish soup, and strips of yam are added for texture.Served
with prawn rolls, a special homemade chilli sauce, and
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steamed rice.
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HAI NANE SE
C H I C KE N R I CE - 22

This rendition is adapted from The
Original KatongLaksa aka J anggutLaksa in Our inspiration for this traditional
Katong.The rich coconut gravy is flavoured Hainanese dish is the old-school style of
with dried shrimp and fragranced with
cooking with tender poached chicken.The
laksa leaf, served with poached chicken the fragrant rice is cooked in flavoursome
traditional way.
chicken stock and spices.Best eaten with a
piquant garlic chilli sauce.
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Part of our Shangri-LaHotel, Singapore
family, Chef Yong Jia shares heritage
recipes passed down from his
grandmother.Spice-marinated chicken,
lamb, beef or pork skewers with peanut
gravy, cucumber and onions.
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TRADITIONAL HAINANESE
CHI CKEN CURRY P U F F -12Qb
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A traditionalHainanese spicy chicken,
egg and potato filling encased in a flaky
shortcrust pastry shell made with the
same recipe as when Rolina started in
1958.
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Large homemade deep fried spring rolls by
Chef Yong Jia with fresh coriander, stewed
turnip, shiitake mushroom and carrot
accompanied with a chilli dip.
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Chef Yong Jia's turnip cake stir-fried with
pickled radish, egg and spring onion.
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Deep-fried breaded balls of minced pork
mixed with ikan tenggiri (Spanish mackerel)
and bamboo shoots, as well as crabmeat
seasoned with sesame oil and ground pepper.
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Cooked byRumahMakanMinang,
a specialist ofIndonesianMinangkabau
cuisine, this aromaticBeefRendang dish
is served with brown rice, eggplant and
emping.
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BAK KU T TEH - 3 2 Q

A well-loved traditional dish inSing ap ore,
we are using the original recipe from
Legend aryBak Kut Teh with fresh
Indonesian pork andSarawak peppercorn
for the rich and slurp-worthy soup.This
dish is served with fried 'you tiao' and hot
tea.
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BIBIK'S PERANAKAN FEAST
周末娘惹飨宴

Indulge in one of the most elegantLocal Afternoon Tea experiences.
With a selection of succulent local delicacies, complete this mid-day pleasure
with your choice of tea, coffee, Kopi Tarik or Teh Tarik.
Each tea set comes with two cups of beverages.
MONDAYTO FRIDAY
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Enjoy a feast of 8 classic Peranakan dishes that serves up delectable
appetizers, main courses and quintessential Nyonya desserts and kuehs.
Complete the experience with one serving of coffee or tea per person.

享受八种经典娘惹美食盛宴，其中包括美味的开胃菜、主菜以及典型的娘惹甜
点和餐点。娘惹盛宴也包括每人一份咖啡或茶

SATURDAY, SUNDAY,
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
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12PM TO 3PM
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中午12点至下午3点

H ERITAGE POP UP WEEKEND
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12PM TO 4PM
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2.30PM TO 10PM

SWEETS

NYONYA CHICKEN Qb �
CURRY- 22
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Tender chicken pieces braised in thick
coconut curry and served with sliced
French baguette, the Singaporean way.
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Juicy and tasty prawn roll made with
prawns, chestnut, and a uniqu e
blend of fatty and lean meat.Served
with a sweet sauce to balance the
peppery fl avou rs.
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KAYA TOAST - 12 Qi
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Thin slices of crisp toasted bread served
with slivers of savoury butter and a
generous spread of homemade kaya, a
traditional jam made with coconut and eggs.
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NYONYA KUEH - 16
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A selection of popular local desserts in
the traditional Peranakan style.
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PULUT HITAM -16
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Sweetened black glutinous rice porridge
inspired by HarriAnns, drizzled with
coconut milk and served warm.
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COCONUT JELLY - 12
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A refreshing treat of coconut jelly and
fresh diced fruits from The Coconut
Club.
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